
FF-FC800
Fiber Cleaver
Manual

Notice:
� Read this manual before use.
� Don't wet cleaver.
� Don't place cleaver in a wet or dusty condition.
� Don't strike it.
� Preserve it under normal temperature.
� Reserve enough bare fiber for different requirement.
� Periodically Clean V-groove and fixing plate by alcohol(don't use acetone

or other corrosive solvent).
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Operation:
Procedure 1:

Open cover and fixing plate,place one piece of fiber(which was stripped
coating and cleaned ) on the V-groove.

Procedure 2

Close fixing plate and cover, push slider to the end.



Procedure 3

Open fixing plate and cover, take fiber out, don't touch the terminal of
fiber,so as not to damage the fiber.please clean the rubbish or dirt on blade in
time, so as not to damage the blade.

Cleaning of the cleaver

After one period time of use please clean groove,fixing plate and blade edge
by alcohol(don't use acetone or other corrosive solvent).

Alcohol
swab



Blade Adjustment

If blade can't cut fiber normally, it means you should change the cutting
position of blade.

Use screw drive anticlockwise drive the screw , anticlockwise rotate the
blade to next cutting point, then tighten the screw .

1-12 cutting point



Blade Replacement
After use of all the cutting point, it's necessary to replace the blade.

Procedure 1
Take out the screw which used to adjust the height of blade



Procedure 2
Take out the blade base fixing screw.

Procedure 3
Take out blade base carefully,anticlockwise rotate blade fixing screw and
replace a new blade ,set the number "1" to the top of the blade,then tighten
blade fixing screw.

Procedure 4
Fix blade base on the slider, tighten the screw.

Procedure 5
Adjust the blade base.

#1cutting point is at the top of the blade



Detail :
Place one prepared fiber on the V-groove, close fixing plate,fiber should be

in a horizontal position.

Fine tune the screws on the blade base and lift the top of blade base to the
fiber.


